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I

INTRODUCTION

Articles in this volume define regulatory managerialism as the practice of importing techniques developed in the context of business management into regulatory domains. As many have observed, these techniques—while potentially useful—are embedded in an ideology about government that has been highly corrosive to robust and effective regulation. This article extends the ideological critique of regulatory managerialism by theorizing its discourses and practices as a form of gaslighting that supports and reinforces anti-administrativism in U.S. politics and law, even if unintentionally. An extensive literature documents the broad and deep network of politicians, interest groups, and professionals constructing and pursuing the anti-administrative agenda.1 I argue that although regulatory managerialism developed largely outside these networks, it echoes, amplifies, and legitimizes anti-administrative narratives about inept and overbearing regulation, and it glosses them with its own distinctive form of gaslighting: demanding that government behave more like a business, but depriving it of the full toolkit necessary to run a successful business.

“Gaslighting is an insidious form of manipulation and psychological control. Victims of gaslighting are deliberately and systematically fed false information that leads them to question what they know to be true, often about themselves.”2 The construct of gaslighting typically is applied in the context of intimate relationships, but gaslighting tactics also can be trained on populations, resulting in what experts have referred to as “structural gaslighting.”3 For instance, some

---


have characterized misreporting on George Floyd’s autopsy report as structural
gaslighting: the report’s technical language was deployed to suggest that Mr.
Floyd had died of underlying medical conditions rather than of asphyxiation by
police officer Derek Chauvin, as the world had witnessed on video. Whether
interpersonal or structural, gaslighting is, at base, “a fundamentally social
phenomenon”\(^4\) that exploits “inequalities in the distribution of social, political,
and economic power.”\(^5\) Thus, it provides a useful lens for exploring the way
power is wielded in contests over regulation.

As a general matter, gaslighting attacks the target’s core identity and
manipulates the target’s reality through techniques such as scapegoating,
projection, and lies. Regulatory managerialism discourse and practice makes
three moves that mirror classic gaslighting techniques. First, it undermines
regulators’ identities by persistently insulting and belittling them. Second, it
misattributes blame to government for problems caused by business and then
admonishes government regulators to behave more like business managers or
entrepreneurs to solve the problems that business created. Third, it deprives
would-be regulatory entrepreneurs of the full panoply of managerial tools
necessary to run a successful business, setting them up for double failure—both
as regulators and as entrepreneurs.

To be clear, I do not argue, and I do not mean to suggest, that the
entire discourse and practice of regulatory managerialism is gaslighting. Many of the
claims and critiques made by regulatory managerialists have solid factual
grounding, and some managerialist practices can be genuinely useful—for
instance, the application of rigorous social science research to inform regulatory
program design, implementation, and enforcement. Moreover, I do not mean to
suggest nefarious intent on the part of individual contributors to regulatory
managerialist discourse—I count myself among them. But this facial credibility is
what makes the gaslighting that does occur so dangerous. Gaslighting embeds
itself in truth to sow confusion that ultimately undermines its target. It wears
down the target over time, with a “lie here, a lie there, a snide comment every so
often . . . .”\(^6\) I elaborate below how gaslighting has played this role in regulatory
managerialism discourse—particularly in contemporary iterations that
developed in the late twentieth century such as reinventing government,
experimentalism, and new governance. I focus on these discourses because they

\(^5\) Id. at 857.
\(^6\) Stephanie A. Sarkis, *11 Red Flags of Gaslighting in a Relationship*, Psych. Today,
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/here-there-and-everywhere/201701/11-red-flags-gaslighting-in-
relationship [https://perma.cc/87KD-WEK7].
have had “tremendous influence”\(^7\) both in academic and policy circles, and they remain dominant regulatory paradigms today.\(^8\)

The article documents the three dimensions of gaslighting introduced above and draws on the insights that emerge to suggest strategies for combatting government gaslighting. Part II describes how regulatory managerialism undermines regulators’ identities. Part III observes the double-inversion that regulatory managerialism works, blaming government for social and economic problems caused by business while concluding that government must behave more like a business to solve them. Part IV unpacks the managerial toolkit supplied by regulatory managerialism and explains what it lacks and why the tools it contains are defective as applied in the government context. Part V imagines alternative models of good public management that entail giving regulators meaningful access to a broader range of tools, reclaiming those tools as core elements of state governance rather than a stunted form of management, and reasserting the distinctly public character of regulation.

II

UNDERMINING REGULATORS’ IDENTITIES

A common gaslighting technique is to attack the target’s identity to undermine the foundations of their sense of self.\(^9\) Attacks on government and regulators are a staple of regulatory managerialism discourse. Prominent books in the field bear titles such as: Why Government Fails So Often,\(^10\) The Problem of Regulatory Unreasonableness,\(^11\) and Does Regulation Kill Jobs?\(^12\) Reinventing Government, the foundational work of the reinvention school and the basis for the sweeping regulatory reform project of the 1990s, skewers government as “a hopeless cause”\(^13\) and caricatures regulators as “paper pushers” and “bureaucrats,”\(^14\) who have “cushy job[s]”\(^15\) where they don’t have to work,\(^16\) and who behave with “arrogance”\(^17\) toward those they are supposed to serve.
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7. Reuel Schiller, Regulation and the Collapse of the New Deal Order, or How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Market, in BEYOND THE NEW DEAL ORDER: U.S. POLITICS FROM THE GREAT DEPRESSION TO THE GREAT RECESSION 172 (Gary Gerstle et al. eds., 2019).

8. Id. at 173–74 (documenting that reinvention reforms were “all the rage in the early years of the new millennium” and that “policies associated with New Governance have come to dominate the debate about how to form and reform the administrative state”).

9. See Sarkis, supra note 6 (noting gaslighters “attack the foundation of your being”).


14. Id. at xv.

15. Id. at 78.

16. Id. at xv (“My friend doesn’t work; she has a job with the government.”).

17. Id. at 167 (“The greatest irritant most people experience in their dealings with government is the arrogance of the bureaucracy.”).
Regulatory Unreasonableness posits the dangers of regulatory inspectors who are “trigger-happy,” “malicious,” or “venal.”

This academic rhetoric echoes attacks on regulators by anti-administrative politicians that have built in their intensity over the last several decades. Regulators have been pummeled by the most high-profile politicians—from Ronald Regan’s famous quip, “The nine most terrifying words in the English language are, ‘I’m from the government, and I’m here to help,’” to presidential candidate Donald Trump’s campaign promise to “remove bureaucrats who only know how to kill jobs.” Political attacks on regulators have been vicious and sometimes downright unhinged. Presidential candidate Ron DeSantis vowed at a fundraiser to “start slitting throats on day one” to clear bureaucrats out of the “deep state.” GOP Congressional candidate Ed Thelander of Maine compared the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to “a rapist” for promulgating rules restricting lobster fishing to protect the endangered right whale: “NOAA wants to rape you and your family, and they’re saying ‘pick a child.’”

While the insults peppering regulatory managerialist discourse are not as vulgar or extreme as some of those coming from politicians, they operate as a particularly insidious form of gaslighting precisely because they are not simply broadsides. Indeed, they often appear in the context of texts that purport to help and support regulators. Osborne and Gaebler, for instance, stress in the introduction to Reinventing Government: “First, we believe deeply in government.” Gaslighting often operates by tempering slights with positive reinforcement to keep the target off-balance. “This person or entity that is cutting you down, telling you that you don’t have value, is now praising you for something you did. This adds an additional sense of uneasiness.”

The opening lines of Regulatory Unreasonableness explain why attacks on regulators are so irresistible and deeply resonant: “Everyone who has ever been subjected to regulation… has a stock of horror stories about particular regulatory encounters. These stories enter into the stream of conversation and ultimately into the cultural consciousness that defines and measures the evils of

18. BARDACH & KAGAN, supra note 11, at 32.
23. Id.
24. OSBORNE & GAEBLER, supra note 13, at xvii. They go on to clarify that their “intention is to bash bureaucracies, not bureaucrats.” Id.
regulation.” 26 The authors admit that such “[h]orror stories may not represent the modal pattern of regulatory agency activity, and may in fact mask good that is achieved.” 27 Yet, stories of endless red tape, interminable jaunts through labyrinthine automated phone trees, thickets of indecipherable rules, and incompetent or malicious regulators are irresistible because they satiate a deep-seated desire to simplify the situationally and politically complex reasons that we cannot always satisfy our wants. 28 Of course, these frustrating impediments exist in corporations as well. Everyone has a story about getting lost in the abyss of a never-ending private sector phone tree while trying to get a customer service matter handled—or being unable to locate any customer service representative whatsoever for assistance with online platform services. But as in other areas, government is held to a different set of demands and standards than the private sector, 29 and this is a form of gaslighting.

Civil servants have internalized attacks on them in ways that are at best demoralizing and at worst debilitating. Studies of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) document that deregulatory politics and rhetoric have “had a severely negative impact on staff morale” 30 and enforcement activities. 31 Another study details how a “battered civil service” undermines the mission of multiple health and safety agencies. 32 Recent reporting describes the EPA workforce as “beat down,” “dispirited,” and “traumatized” by assaults leveled at the agency during the Trump administration, undermining the agency’s ability to advance the ambitious regulatory agenda of the succeeding Biden administration. 33 And these impacts are self-reproducing because the demonization of government workers saps “any passion for public service.” 34

Alongside relentless digs at regulators gapes a yawning lack of discussion about what it means to be a public servant or to regulate in the public interest.

26. BARDACH & KAGAN, supra note 11, at 7.
27. Id. See also Paul Almond, The Dangers of Hanging Baskets: Regulatory Myths and Media Representations of Health and Safety Regulation, 36 J. L. & SOC’Y 352 (2009) (explaining media circulation of negative “myths” about regulation makes effective regulation more difficult).
28. “When we can’t get our wants met, we at least want an explanation. Our endless, repetitive stories about ‘bureaucracy’ are the form that explanation takes in the modern world.” BEN KAFKA, THE DEMON OF WRITING: POWERS AND FAILURES OF PAPERWORK 79 (2012).
This omission denies the identity that many regulators would embrace for themselves and ignores the extensive public administration literature on these subjects. In a seminal work published at the height of the New Deal, one of the founders of modern political science situated the normative basis for public administration in the administrator's pursuit of the public interest:

The public interest is the standard that guides the administrator in executing the law. This is the verbal symbol designed to introduce unity, order, and objectivity into administration. This concept is to the bureaucracy what the “due process” clause is to the judiciary. Its abstract meaning is vague but its application has far-reaching effects.

Decades of subsequent scholarship have grappled with what it means to regulate in the public interest. At the end of the twentieth century, around the same time that regulatory managerialism was gaining steam, a group of political scientists at Virginia Tech issued the Blacksburg Manifesto, calling for a renewed dialogue about the distinctively public character of public administration. These intellectual currents—to which I return in Part V—have been largely lost in the flood of regulatory managerialism.

III
INVERSION OF BLAME AND IDENTITY

Another core gaslighting tactic is scapegoating, an inversion of reality which assigns blame or failure to another to deflect attention or responsibility away

35. See, e.g., Blake Emerson, The Public’s Law: Origins and Architecture of Progressive Democracy 113–47, 149 (2019) (providing historical evidence that progressive ideas about the state’s role in securing “freedom through regulatory and welfare laws implemented by public-spirited officials” shaped self-conceptions of public officials); Clarke E. Cochran, Political Science and “The Public Interest”, 36 J. POL. 327, 344 (1974) (arguing that the public interest “has a psychological value for each administrator”, reminding them of their public-facing duties); Charles T. Goodsell, Public Administration and the Public Interest, in Refounding Public Administration 103 (1990) (the function served by orienting administrators to serve the public interest is “one of establishing a normative frame of reference, of subtly conditioning the terms of public policy discussion, and of giving higher-order purposiveness a more elevated position of attention than it would otherwise occupy”); Thomas J. Barth, The Public Interest and Administrative Discretion, 22 AM. REV. PUB. ADMIN. 289, 289 (1992) (noting that the concept of public interest “has powerful symbolic and instrumental value for guiding the principled exercise of administrative discretion”).

36. Pendleton Herring, Public Administration and the Public Interest 23 (1936).


from oneself.  

Regulatory managerialism discourse works a double inversion: first, it attributes to government problems caused by business; then, it admonishes government to behave more like a business to solve them. For instance, one of the great failings of government identified by Osborne and Gaebler in Reinventing Government is that the public provision of services creates dependency, which undermines civic virtue and empowerment. “It should come as no surprise,” they say, “that welfare dependency, alcohol dependency, and drug dependency are among our most serious problems.” In an astonishing inversion of reality, they blame these problems on government failures rather than on the affirmative business strategies that produced them: paying workers poverty wages and aggressively marketing addictive substances to vulnerable populations. This mirrors the scapegoating and projection that characterizes gaslighting in intimate relationships: “They are a drug user or a cheater, yet they are constantly accusing you of that. This is done so often that you start trying to defend yourself and are distracted from the gaslighter’s own behavior.”

Political strategies likewise employ this tactic, notoriously Karl Rove’s “Tactic #3: Accuse Your Opponent of What He/She Is Going To Accuse You Of.”

Having laid society’s “most serious problems” at the feet of government, regulatory managerialism offers regulators a silver-bullet solution: become “public entrepreneurs” who preside over “entrepreneurial governments.” What is a public entrepreneur? Public entrepreneurs “use resources in new ways to maximize productivity and effectiveness.” Public entrepreneurs “seek opportunities.” Public entrepreneurs are nimble and flexible and equipped to respond to changing social and economic conditions in a postindustrial, knowledge-based global economy.

That all sounds very appealing and, indeed, many regulators have eagerly embraced the entrepreneurial identity as an attractive alternative to the prevailing caricature of them as bureaucratic “paper pushers.” The problem is
that regulatory managerialism supplies the entrepreneurial identity without supplying the full managerial toolkit required to be a successful entrepreneur. A significant body of scholarship has critiqued regulatory managerialism for its impoverished vision of government. Less recognized is that regulatory managerialism also presents an impoverished vision of management. The next Part describes the deficiencies in the managerial toolkit provided to regulators and argues that we should understand them as a form of gaslighting.

IV
THE DEFECTIVE AND INCOMPLETE MANAGERIAL TOOLKIT

Regulatory managerialism mines management theory for tools and techniques that can be employed to improve government. But the managerial toolkit its advocates provide to government regulators looks very different than the managerial toolkit business managers use. First, the core management tools provided to regulatory managers are defective because they lack the features and functionality these same tools have when business managers use them. Second, many tools that are central to the business manager’s kit are missing from the regulatory manager’s kit. Because regulatory managerialism either degrades or omits key techniques, ideas, and competencies that are essential to management theory and to the successful management of a business in practice, it sets up regulators for double-failure—both as bureaucrats and as entrepreneurs. This set-up for inevitable failure is a form of gaslighting.

A. Defective Tools

Four broad categories of managerial tools dominate the regulatory managerialism toolkit: competition, outsourcing, customer focus, and quantifiable outcomes-based performance measurement. To be sure, these tools are essential to business management theory and practice. However, although they are included in the regulatory manager’s toolkit, such tools lose important features and functionality in the regulatory context for reasons described below.

1. Competition

In theories of regulatory managerialism, lack of competition is the crux of government’s problems. Economic critiques of regulation long have attributed government failure to the “absence of sustained competition.”50 In a chapter on “Competitive Government,” Osborne and Gaebler opine that “perhaps more than any other concept in this book, [competition] holds the key that will unlock the bureaucratic gridlock that hamstrings so many public agencies.”51 In new governance scholarship, competition is “a means for continuous change and improvement.”52 Consequently, regulatory managerialism admonishes regulators to “inject competition” into the domains they serve.53 Regulators can inject competition by encouraging private contractors to compete against government agencies to supply goods and services, by fostering competition among multiple private contractors, or by generating competition among different government agencies. Competition is said to promote efficiency, cost-effectiveness, innovation, and responsiveness to the needs of customers, as well as boosting the “pride and morale of public employees.”54

Regulatory managerialism borrows this understanding of competition from academic economists, who tend to “see many competitors as indicative of and desirable for competition.”55 This is very different from the perspective of management scholars, who “prefer[] fewer competitors for the prospects of a focal firm.”56 Moreover, while “economists are interested in sharpening the process of competition, management scholars seek to help managers blunt its effects on a specific firm.”57 For instance, renowned management scholar Peter Drucker proposes strategies to achieve market or industry dominance,58 including the ecological niche strategy, which “aims at making its successful practitioners immune to competition and unlikely to be challenged.”59 He also advises companies to maintain their dominant market positions by behaving like a “benevolent monopolist”: one that “cuts his prices before a competitor can cut them. And he makes his product obsolete and introduces new product before a competitor can do so.”60 Such management strategies equip companies with tools

53. OSBORNE & GAEBLER, supra note 13, at 76.
54. Id. at 84.
55. Stefan Arora-Jonsson et al., A New Understanding of Competition, in COMPETITION: WHAT IT IS AND WHY IT HAPPENS 1, 8 (Stefan Arora-Jonsson et al. eds., 2021).
56. Id.
57. Id.
59. Id. at 233.
60. Id. at 231.
for “knocking the socks off the competition”\(^{61}\)—not cultivating more competition.

It is true that some business management theories encourage companies to promote competition in certain contexts—for instance, to incentivize employee performance, and to pressure-test their products in order to spur improvement and innovation.\(^{62}\) However, managers and management scholars are circumspect even about this type of performance-enhancing competition, recognizing that it can undermine organizational focus, demoralize employees, fuel destructive turf wars, and generate wasteful duplication of effort.\(^{63}\) “A rational market strategy, therefore, is an attempt at escaping competition rather than searching for it.”\(^{64}\)

In addition, regulatory managerialism presumes a naïve understanding of competition as a pre-existing natural state into which government can, and should, simply assimilate itself. But research has shown that competition is socially constructed, and the construction of competition “may require considerable organizational effort and time.”\(^{65}\) For instance, studies of the introduction of competition among railway service providers demonstrate the substantial effort organizers expended to create actors capable of competing, establish their legitimacy as competitors, cultivate competitive relationships among these actors, and develop legal support for these relationships.\(^{66}\)

In a bizarre inversion of management theory, regulatory managerialism tells regulators to undertake costly efforts to create competition for themselves while ignoring the potentially ruinous implications of this course of action. Regulatory managerialism does not provide regulators with strategies to dominate their competition—or even to survive it, for that matter. By contrast, the private firms recruited into such competitions are armed with the tools and orientations to win them. This is gaslighting. And it is part of the reason why the active cultivation of competition has devastated some domains of government service. For instance,
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62. Tom Peters, Get Innovative or Get Dead (Part I), 33 CAL. MGMT. REV. 9, 12 (1990) (advising that companies should “[i]nsist that every element of the firm—even staff—demonstrate ‘fitness to compete’ by selling a substantial share of their products or services on the outside market”).
63. Internal competition is viewed with ambivalence by managers and management scholars. See, e.g., Julian Birkinshaw, Strategies for Managing Internal Competition, 44 CAL. MGMT. REV. 21, 21 (2001). She notes:

   Internal competition evokes mixed feelings among most senior executives. When asked whether it is allowed within their firm, the gut reaction from executives is usually negative. It conjures up images of turf wars among departments. It is seen as indicative of an inability to define a clear strategic direction. Furthermore, it is often thought to result in massive duplication of effort and an insipid financial performance. . . . [I]n the words of one former manager [internal competition] meant that “we duplicated development and then we cut each other’s throats in front of the customer.”

Id.
64. Arora-Johnson et al., supra note 55, at 8.
school choice policies headlined government reinvention projects in the 1990s and early 2000s, but research has found that they failed to improve academic outcomes or close racial achievement gaps while they undermined core democratic values of public education and entrenched racial subordination.67

2. Outsourcing

Outsourcing is the linchpin of regulatory managerialism’s contemporary iterations. For privatization advocates, the outsourcing of government functions to the private sector is an end in itself and is said to be “the key to effective government.”68 For the reinvention school, outsourcing government functions to private entities is the central means by which regulators can inject competition and improve government performance.69 The new governance literature takes as given a significant level of outsourcing and theorizes how regulators should manage the networks of public and private actors that proliferate in its wake.70

Outsourcing is not just theory; it is the dominant reality of contemporary government. In fiscal year (FY) 2022, the U.S. government spent $435 billion on service contracts and $259 billion to procure products.71 One study estimates that federal contractors outnumber federal government agency employees by three to one.72 Moreover, contractors do not merely perform ministerial tasks. They are responsible for core governmental functions such as analyzing comments submitted in rulemakings, producing studies to support regulatory policy decisions, facilitating public hearings, producing agency guidance documents, and drafting regulatory text that sometimes becomes binding law.73 And private contractors play high-level roles in developing agency programs and processes, some of which govern the business practices of their private clients. It has been reported, for instance, that management consultant McKinsey & Company regularly advised the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on important projects including drug-approval processes and opioid safety protocols even as it helped its pharmaceutical industry clients lobby to water down the FDA’s proposals.74

74 See, e.g., Ian MacDougall, McKinsey Never Told the FDA It Was Working for Opioid Makers While Also
Outsourcing likewise is integral to management theory and business strategy, but management theories of outsourcing contain important nuance that has gone largely unrecognized in regulatory managerialism’s push to privatize government functions and institutionalize these arrangements. At the crux of outsourcing theory lies what is known as the “make-or-buy” decision. The make-or-buy decision is the strategic choice whether to manufacture products and perform services in-house or to purchase them from third parties. The relative net costs of each approach drive the make-or-buy decision. The management literature on outsourcing draws on transaction cost economics to highlight that the costs of making or buying things include not only production costs, but also governance costs. Outsourced production tends to entail higher governance costs because the contracting firm must take measures such as contractual risk mitigation and performance monitoring to ensure quality and prevent opportunistic behavior by external suppliers. These governance structures impose transaction costs which may, in some cases, overwhelm the production cost efficiencies that managers can obtain through outsourcing. Governance costs are especially high in situations where there is uncertainty about a supplier’s performance, where the quality of the output is difficult to evaluate, and where the supplier’s poor performance poses greater risks to the buyer’s reputation than to the supplier’s.

These conditions—performance uncertainty, evaluation challenges, and asymmetrical reputation risk—pervade the outsourced production of government functions, especially services. It is notoriously difficult to monitor and assess the quality of outsourced services, because it is hard to observe outputs. Moreover, when private suppliers perform government functions poorly, the reputational repercussions tend to fall more heavily on the government than on the private supplier. For instance, the Obama administration suffered serious political damage from the shoddy roll-out of HealthCare.gov, the insurance exchange website that facilitates the sale of private health insurance plans under the Affordable Care Act. No one pointed the finger at,
and few even knew about the existence of the CGI Group—an obscure, private Canadian information technology company to which the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid had outsourced the building of the website. In the face of such extreme asymmetries in reputational risk, research has shown that businesses will perform sensitive functions in-house, rather than outsource them, to enable more robust quality control.  

While regulatory managerialism has fully absorbed the insight that outsourcing can lower production costs, it has largely ignored the substantial and potentially catastrophic costs of contractual governance and reputational risk that outsourcing can impose on government. It pushes agencies toward outsourcing maximalism without regard to these costs and risks, and it gaslights government by letting it take the fall for the failings of private sector contractors. This compounds the costs of increased competition discussed above.

3. Customer Focus

Customer-driven government is a touchstone of managerial regulation. As Osborne and Gaebler put it:

Democratic governments exist to serve their citizens. Businesses exist to make profits. And yet it is business that searches obsessively for new ways to please the American people. Most American governments are customer-blind, while [successful American corporations] are customer-driven. This may be the ultimate indictment of bureaucratic government.

They explain that business and government have a different orientation toward customers because they have different funding streams. Businesses get their funds directly from customers, thus there is a clear connection between pleasing customers and increasing revenue. By contrast, government agencies get their funds from legislative bodies, which are driven by interest group constituencies, so agencies strive to please interest groups and politicians rather than the individuals they serve. Because of the powerful incentives businesses face to please customers, “[a]ll the management experts . . . dwell on the importance of listening to one’s customers.” So, too, should government say the regulatory managerialists. Specifically, government should listen to its customers, meet their needs, offer them choices, and make them feel “valued.”

Management theory and practice similarly advise business managers to be hyper-attentive to customers. However, customer focus in the business management context has a different valence than customer focus in the regulatory management context. Specifically, the business management literature is quite transparent that focusing on customers entails not only listening to, learning from, and catering to them—it includes manipulating customers by
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82. Nickerson & Silverman, supra note 79, at 91.
84. Osborne & Gaebler, supra note 13, at 166–67.
85. Id. at 167.
86. Id. at 169.
87. Id. at 166.
grabbing and holding their attention and actively shaping their preferences, sometimes against their express will. For instance, in a classic management text by Tom Peters and Rob Waterman, referenced throughout *Reinventing Government*, the authors hold up one business manager as a paragon of “closeness to the customer.” Peters and Waterman similarly tout IBM for its customer focus in an anecdote about a Bank of America executive who had hoped to wean his bank off “total dependency on IBM” by cultivating relationships with other suppliers. Anticipating this plan, his IBM account executive thwarted it by sending him a comprehensive proposal for upgrading the bank’s system requirements. The manager reported, “I didn’t want it. I called him up and asked, ‘Why the hell are you doing this to me?’ He was very direct and to the point. He said, ‘That’s the way we control the customer!’”

While business managers are schooled in customer solicitation and control, regulators are drilled solely in customer solicitude and submission. This might comfort those who would worry about government manipulation of citizens, but there can be no doubt that this limitation hampers government’s ability to operate and perform like a business. Moreover, regulatory managerialism discourse obscures the identity of the customer in the regulatory context. Although regulatory managerialism tends nominally to identify “citizens” or “the people” as the ultimate regulatory customers, it lacks a conceptualization of “the public” to guide regulators as to which people it should be serving. At the same time, regulatory managerialist paens to competition, outsourcing, and cooperation with private enterprise can be read to suggest that regulators are obligated to serve regulated businesses. This lack of clarity in conceptualizing the construct of the public blurs the line between customers and competitors and distracts regulators from the core constituencies they exist to serve.

4. Quantified Decision Making

No single idea in the regulatory managerialist pantheon has gained more traction than quantified decision making. It features prominently in managerialist discourses of reinventing government, experimentalism, and new governance.
But nothing reveals the predominance of quantitative analysis more clearly than the way regulatory managerialism has been operationalized in practice, particularly in federal administration, through risk assessment and cost-benefit analysis (CBA). In this volume, William Boyd describes how quantitative risk assessment slipped into “mainstream of regulatory thought” despite its controversial assumptions and inefficacy. Others have described how “[n]et-benefit maximizing became a cornerstone of regulatory reform efforts,” resulting in what has been characterized as the “cost-benefit State.” CBA has become so deeply entrenched in federal administrative policymaking that Cass Sunstein, former Administrator of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA), has argued that an agency rule might be presumptively arbitrary and capricious if it is not justified by an analysis of its quantified benefits and costs.

While regulatory managerialism leans into quantified decision-making models, management theory and practice long have recognized the limitations of these tools. According to Peters and Waterman, “[t]he best companies on our list combine a tablespoon of sound analysis with a pint of love for the [product]; both are indispensable. . . . The trouble arose when [quantitative analysis] techniques became the pint and love of product became the tablespoon.” This is because, according to leading management scholars, overly complex and quantified analysis can impede action, creativity, and innovation. Peters and Waterman, for instance, caution against “the all-too-frequently observed ‘paralysis through analysis’ syndrome,” arguing that it stifles creativity by placing would-be innovators in the impossible situation of quantifying why new ideas might work. Over-reliance on quantified analysis for decision-making “stamps all verve, life, and initiative out of the company.”

Skepticism about over-quantification in management theory and practice has only intensified in the wake of the global financial crisis. A consensus has emerged among management scholars that financial institutions “relied too heavily on mathematical risk models and not enough on good judgment.”
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98. Peters & Waterman, Jr., *supra* note 61, at 32–33.
99. Id. at 31.
100. Id.
Beyond the risk management implications of quantification, both management educators and corporate executives continue to express concern that quantification undermines creativity and innovation: “There is too much belief in models and data-based thinking. [MBA s]tudents are not able to think originally.”\(^\text{102}\)

Although an extensive literature presents trenchant critiques of regulatory quantification,\(^\text{103}\) CBA remains a fixture of regulatory managerialist discourse and regulatory policymaking in many domains. Rather than rethink quantification in the face of its failings, there has been a trend toward retrenchment on both ends of the political spectrum: pro-regulatory scholars insist on more rigorous and sophisticated CBA to support robust regulation;\(^\text{104}\) anti-regulatory commentators push quantification for quantification’s sake with regimes such as “2-for-1” requirements that have no rational connection to regulatory outcomes.\(^\text{105}\) And quantified risk analysis continues to spread to ever-more-uncertain, complex, and potentially unknowable domains such as cyber regulation.\(^\text{106}\) As a practical matter, agencies remain subject to demanding review of their quantitative analyses by OIRA and, in many cases, courts on judicial review. This lack of trust in regulators to unmoor themselves from calculation and to think creatively and exercise good judgment, as their business counterparts are encouraged and empowered to do, is a form of gaslighting.

B. Missing Managerial Tools

The managerial tools described above—competition, outsourcing, consumer focus, and quantified regulatory analysis—are central to management theory as well as business strategy and operations. But in the real world of management and business, managers treat them with more circumspection and nuance. And, importantly, they are embedded in a more comprehensive set of tools and strategies that regulatory managerialism does not offer to government. I highlight

\(^{102}\) Id. at 96.


\(^{106}\) See COHEN, supra note 49, at 182–84 (critiquing the quantification of cybersecurity risk management through “threat modeling protocols that explicitly incorporate both risk and uncertainty”).
five of these below: leadership development, marketing and communications, purpose, stakeholder engagement, and embrace of failure. I do so, first, to highlight the extent of gaslighting that occurs in a regulatory managerialist paradigm that sends regulatory entrepreneurs onto the battlefield of the market without the equipment other combatants enjoy. In addition, scrutinizing the gap between business managerialism and regulatory managerialism generates possibilities for a new regulatory paradigm that will be considered in Part V.

1. Leadership Development

Leadership development is at the core of the MBA curriculum and drives a multi-billion-dollar management consulting industry. “Virtually all of the top business schools aspire to ‘develop leaders.’” And companies spend lavishly on executive education designed to develop the leadership skills of their workforces. Business managers increasingly see the need to develop leadership skills of employees throughout the company, not just at the upper echelons of management. Cutting-edge leadership skills training focuses on the development of “interpersonal skills essential to thriving in today’s flat, networked, and increasingly collaborative organizations.” These skills include: self-awareness of how others perceive your actions; psychological and interpersonal understandings of what moves others; and ethical frameworks that provide “a clear sense of right and wrong, and how to think through difficult situations.” As one business executive summarized to a group of prominent management educators rethinking the fundamentals of MBA training: “Any opportunity that allows the business leaders of the future to be more introspective is a plus.”

Regulatory managerialism neglects this key component of successful strategy development and implementation, and it does so despite the transformational demands it makes on regulators. Management researchers have found that strong and effective leadership is particularly crucial to the success of organizational transformations. While significant resources are available to support business
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managers in leading change, such scaffolding is neither theorized nor routinely provided to regulatory managers. 118

2. Marketing and Communications

U.S. companies spend between 6.4% and 9.5% of their revenue on marketing. 119 In FY 2022, the total budget for the Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) was $612 million. 120 During roughly the same period, Walmart, the largest U.S. employer, and a company that is regulated by OSHA, spent more than six times that much—$3.9 billion—on advertising alone. 121 Business managers do not take markets as given; they use marketing and communications strategy to shape markets and construct consumer demands, desires, cognition, and identities. According to Peter Drucker, “the purpose of business is to create a customer.” 122 Marketing and communications are part of the core MBA curriculum, 123 and there is a vast literature in management scholarship on marketing theory and practice. I highlight four themes in the literature on strategic marketing that are particularly revealing of the managerial gaps in regulatory managerialism.

First, the assumption underlying the enterprise of strategic marketing is that products and services do not sell themselves. “So it’s a cliché: don’t sell the steak, sell the sizzle. It’s also a principle that every corporate brand understands implicitly. . . . [N]o matter how tasty you’ve made that [steak]. . . ., you still have to market the bejesus out of your brand.” 124 This approach is out of reach for many government regulators, who operate under significant legal, political, and resource constraints on their ability to communicate with the public. 125 Accordingly, recent scholarship has observed the dearth of marketing by
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government officials—even those who provide highly popular services such as prosecuting corporate criminals.\(^{126}\)

Second, strategic marketing theory holds that companies choose their customers, rather than the other way around, and the choice of customer drives the product mix. Harvard Business School’s core marketing curriculum refers to this as the “aspiration decision”: a company identifies which market segment of customers to target and determines what it wants these customers to think about its product relative to other options.\(^{127}\) Many choices flow from the aspiration decision—including what product or service the company should offer to best meet the needs of the selected target customers. Regulators face a very different choice set because statutes significantly constrain the universe of customers they may, or must, serve and the products they may, or must, offer. Unlike businesses, regulators typically are not at liberty cleave off hard-to-serve populations from their business plans to focus on more “profitable”—less resource draining—populations.

Third, an integrated communications plan—including the use of various media, face-to-face sales efforts, and non-personal sales efforts such as advertising, promotion, and public relations—is key to an effective marketing strategy.\(^{128}\) Advertising ranges from mass communication to highly customized communications that address the specific needs of individual customers. Importantly, communications come not just from companies, but from consumers themselves. Customers tell stories about the products they consume and the companies they patronize. “Current and potential customers are exposed to these communications as part of their daily lives, absorbing them, interacting with them, and, if the messaging is effective, responding to them by making a purchase and perhaps recommending the product to friends.”\(^{129}\) Thus, companies must be attuned not only to the messages they send to consumers, but to the messages consumers convey to one another. As discussed above, regulatory managerialism discourse tends to amplify government customers’ “horror stories about particular regulatory encounters”\(^{130}\) rather than equipping regulators with the tools and strategies to tell and amplify their own positive stories.

Fourth, marketing aims to shape the cognition of the company’s target customers. The ultimate goal of marketing communications is to “optimize consumer engagement—that is, the cognitive, emotional, and/or behavioral investment consumers make in positively interacting with a brand.”\(^{131}\) Companies
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deploy communications “to encourage consumers to think, feel, or do something”\textsuperscript{132} so that they can “prompt the movement of consumers along a series of steps in a purchase-decision journey.”\textsuperscript{133} Branding is a common vehicle companies use to facilitate this journey. According to management scholars, the mechanism by which branding achieves its aims is by occupying cognitive real estate in the minds of consumers. According to branding consultants Al Ries and Jack Trout, “positioning is not what you do to a product. Positioning is what you do to the mind of a prospect.”\textsuperscript{134}

Manipulative marketing techniques have been turbocharged by information or surveillance capitalism, which seeks not merely to colonize the cognition of individual consumers but to efface individual consumers entirely, subsuming them into aggregated, data-derived populations from which companies can predictably extract value.\textsuperscript{135} This system of data harvesting, appropriation, cultivation, and processing transforms individuals from consumers to “commodity inputs, valuable only insofar as their choices and behaviors can be monetized.”\textsuperscript{136} It is a finely honed means of behavior modification “designed and controlled by companies to meet their own revenue and growth objectives.”\textsuperscript{137} As Ryan Calo summarized:

Today’s companies fastidiously study consumers and, increasingly, personalize every aspect of the consumer experience. Furthermore, rather than waiting for the consumer to approach the marketplace, companies can reach consumers anytime and anywhere. The result of these and related trends is that firms can not only take advantage of a general understanding of cognitive limitations, but can uncover, and even trigger, consumer frailty at an individual level.\textsuperscript{138}

Regulatory managerialism does not offer regulators the techniques of cognitive and social control that are central to business marketing and information capitalism. Regulatory managerialism insists on the fiction of autonomous customer choice and does not invite the possibility that regulators could or should be preference shapers or behavior modifiers. Indeed, regulatory managerialists have raised alarm about the dangers of importing sophisticated marketing tools into the government context: “one cannot but feel a deep suspicion about the role that marketing and persuasion should play in public sector management. To talk of such things recalls deep anxieties about the power of government propaganda.”\textsuperscript{139} While such concerns are serious, it is important to recognize that cognitive manipulation entails risks to individuals whether it is practiced by government or by business, and these risks must be fairly acknowledged and addressed in both contexts. But the larger point for purposes
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of the present argument is only this: if we conclude for whatever reason that regulators may not use the highly manipulative marketing tools that businesses deploy to achieve their “bottom line” results, it is fair to ask whether we can hold regulators to similar “bottom line” demands.

3. Purpose

In the mid-1990s, around the same time that key texts on reinventing government and new governance were appearing, two prominent business school professors sought to launch a very different revolution in management theory. They argued that in order to successfully navigate the changing economic, social, and business environment of the late twentieth century, “[s]enior managers of today’s large enterprises must move beyond strategy, structure, and systems to a framework built on purpose, process, and people.”140 In their view, the primary role of top management should be “to instill a common sense of purpose”141 that will unite and motivate employees. Their focus on corporate purpose was a response to hyper-financialized conceptions of the corporation, which the authors believed alienated, frustrated, and demotivated employees. “Neither the valueless quantitative terms of most planning and control processes nor the mechanical formulas of leveraged incentive systems nurture employees’ commitment or motivation.”142 Corporate purpose was theorized as a vehicle for cultivating the necessary commitment and motivation for the business to succeed.

Corporate purpose as management strategy has resurfaced with a vengeance in recent years, embraced with much fanfare by Blackrock CEO Larry Fink in his 2018 “Letter to CEOs,” which called on companies to center themselves around a clear, guiding purpose: “Society is demanding that companies, both public and private, serve a social purpose. To prosper over time, every company must not only deliver financial performance, but also show how it makes a positive contribution to society.”143 Fink’s 2022 “Letter to CEOs” continued to promote corporate purpose as ever-more-essential in the wake of social and economic disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic: “It’s never been more essential for CEOs to have a consistent voice, a clear purpose, a coherent strategy, and a long-term view. Your company’s purpose is its north star in this tumultuous environment.”144 Other prominent corporate voices have followed Blackrock’s lead. The Business Roundtable issued a “Statement on the Purpose
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of a Corporation,” signed by 181 of its CEO members, and the 2020 Davos Manifesto—“The Universal Purpose of a Company in the Fourth Industrial Revolution”—endorsed corporate purpose on the global stage.

Scholars variously define corporate purpose as a company’s “reason for being”; “a concrete goal or objective for the firm that reaches beyond profit maximization”; “a meaning-rich articulation of the main business of the firm”; and “the statement of a company’s moral response to its broadly defined responsibilities, not an amoral plan for exploiting commercial opportunity.” Many have dismissed corporate purpose as “platitudes” and “clichés” with little practical impact. Others have noted its failure to advance stated social goals “because shareholder capitalism is inherently corrupting of purpose.” Putting aside questions about whether a clearly articulated corporate purpose can help advance public values beyond shareholder value, there is broader consensus that it can serve important instrumental functions—such as coordination, motivation, and legitimation—that promote business success. “In short, purpose is an internal tool rather than an external constraint like regulation.”

Corporate purpose satisfies “an operational need for an articulated purpose around which corporate participants can coordinate their activity.” Management scholars have theorized that corporate purpose can positively impact corporate performance and value creation through a variety of mechanisms, including: increased employee productivity because of higher employee fulfillment and commitment; greater customer satisfaction and
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loyalty when customers identify with the firm’s purpose; and reduced short-term pressures on management that allow for greater flexibility and creativity. A recent study finds that companies with a strong sense of corporate purpose clearly articulated by management have superior financial performance.

Regulatory managerialism has little to say about how regulators might leverage purpose as an internal tool to support effective regulation. This omission is particularly odd because administrative agencies are inherently mission-driven organizations. A meaningful focus on mission could serve the same important functions in agencies that it can for businesses. It can motivate agency employee performance and retention, as management scholars argue. It can be used to direct and “manage [] expectancy interests” of the agency’s constituents, as corporate governance scholars argue. Such functions are unexplored in regulatory managerialism, which eclipses the purpose of regulation with a focus on the process of regulating and the quantitative value generated by regulation. This misses the key insight of the corporate purpose movement: purpose is inextricable from process and value.

4. Stakeholder Engagement

Thought leaders in business increasingly embrace the idea that engagement with a broad array of stakeholders is essential for business success. As Larry Fink put it in his 2022 Letter to CEOs: “In today’s globally interconnected world, a company must create value for and be valued by its full range of stakeholders.” He goes on to explain, “[s]takeholder capitalism is not about politics. It is not a social or ideological agenda. It is not ‘woke.’ It is capitalism, driven by mutually beneficial relationships between you and the employees, customers, suppliers, and communities your company relies on to prosper. This is the power of capitalism.” Other major corporate players have sounded similar themes. The Business Roundtable’s “Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation” reads: “While each of our individual companies serves its own corporate purpose, we share a fundamental commitment to all of our stakeholders.” It explicitly articulates the commitments companies have to their customers, employees, suppliers, communities, and shareholders, and it concludes: “Each of our stakeholders is essential. We commit to deliver value to all of them, for the future success of our companies, our communities and our country.” The 2020 Davos Manifesto similarly states: “The purpose of a company is to engage all its stakeholders in shared and sustained value creation. In creating such value, a
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company serves not only its shareholders, but all its stakeholders—employees, customers, suppliers, local communities and society at large.”

Driven by such convictions, leading corporate lawyers advise their management-side clients to engage with stakeholders so that they can “arm themselves with the knowledge necessary to understand the relevant risks and to develop strategies to support sustainable growth.” Management consultants equip companies with tools to develop robust and meaningful stakeholder engagement processes. Management scholarship theorizes the relationship between stakeholder engagement and business performance. And leading MBA faculty express the imperative of teaching students to understand the role, responsibilities, and purposes of businesses relative to a broad array of stakeholders.

To be clear, there is scant evidence that such engagement advances the interests or values of stakeholders—particularly when those interests or values are in tension with shareholder profit maximization. Rather, stakeholder engagement is a legitimation strategy that corporate elites wield to preserve or expand their social license to operate, to burnish their brand with socially conscious investors and consumers, and to protect their reputation capital from attack by activists. In short, it is an essential tool for managing a successful business in socially and politically fraught environments.

In contrast to the managerial tools already discussed, regulatory managerialism has a lot to say about stakeholders. Particularly in new governance and experimentalist theories, stakeholder participation occupies a central role. “The new governance model . . . broadens the decision-making playing field by involving more actors in the various stages of the legal process.” Dorf and Sabel’s theory of experimentalism calls for greater localization of government
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services to enable providers to “collaborate closely with citizen users in the specification of services and the detection of errors in their provision, as well as with other parties who may suffer damages as a side effect of the service activity.”\textsuperscript{172}

Where regulatory managerialist theories depart from management theory and practice is that they see stakeholder engagement as a means of operationalizing—perhaps even perfecting—democracy. Lobel writes that “the overall goal of participation is broader than simply ensuring the achievement of policy goals; it enhances the ability of citizens to participate in political and civic life.”\textsuperscript{173} Dorf and Sabel style their theory as \textit{democratic} experimentalism and argue that it can revitalize defining features of the American constitutional system—such as separation of powers, federalism, and government constraint—as “organizing principles of our democracy.”\textsuperscript{174}

These are no doubt worthy aspirations, but they saddle agencies with responsibilities and expectations that impede their ability to deliver on regulatory managerialism’s bottom-line demands. Business managers are not encumbered by the expectation that their engagement with stakeholders will yield a more perfect union. Instead, they are instructed how to manage stakeholder relations and mitigate stakeholder-related risk so that they can maintain sufficient legitimacy to continue to exist and maximize profits. Indeed, the adoption of stakeholder engagement as a key component of corporate governance strategy is itself a form of gaslighting in that it allows companies to cloak themselves in the democratic patina of broad-based citizen participation—indeed to co-opt this traditional government function—even as they exploit the public in pursuit of profits for shareholders.

5. Embrace of Failure

Management theory and practice portray failure both as normal and as an essential catalyst of innovation and entrepreneurship. Business executives report that they want “to see ‘more of an adventurous attitude,’ a willingness ‘to come in and say, ‘Let’s give it a try,’ to take risks and fail, to learn from experiments and iterate.”\textsuperscript{175} This Part highlights five positive understandings of failure that suffuse the management literature but are scarcely to be found in regulatory managerialism.

First, failure is inevitable. As one prominent management theorist puts it, “innovation, in the end and no matter how well thought out, is a numbers game. Lots of tries, lots of lead users, lots of tiny markets—and maybe a hit or two from time to time.”\textsuperscript{176} Another seeks to prepare entrepreneurs for the “multiple
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failures” they will inevitably experience. The management literature normalizes failure rather than pathologizing it, as literature on regulation often does.

Second, failure is a learning opportunity. “Just as you don’t learn anything in science without experimenting, you don’t learn anything in business without trying, failing, and trying again.” Research has shown that failure-inspired learning can prompt entrepreneurs to improve their competence, and this can catalyze innovation and lead to better future business outcomes.

Third, failure itself is a skill that can be learned. Management scholars are interested not only in how business enterprises fail, but especially in how they can “fail better.” Failing better means minimizing the negative impacts and maximizing the potential positive upside of failure. For instance, management scholars have developed frameworks to help entrepreneurs decide when it’s time to call it quits and outlined best practices for winding down a failed enterprise in a way that minimizes impacts on various constituencies and on the founder’s reputation and finances.

Fourth, management scholars see failure as an occasion for personal self-reflection and emotional nurturing. Management scholarship is highly attuned to the emotional devastation that many founders experience when their business ventures fail and includes guidance about how to manage the emotional fallout of failure. As one prominent scholar of entrepreneurship recognizes, “[w]hen we have lost something that is important to us, it is natural to feel bad.” Management theorists have adapted psychological frameworks on the phases of
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grief\textsuperscript{187} and the process of mourning\textsuperscript{188} to “offer advice for entrepreneurs on how to heal, learn, and ultimately rebound from a [business] failure.”\textsuperscript{189} Failed business founders offer self-care advice. Jason Goldberg, founder of the failed startup Fab, recommends that “[e]very founder should go through a soul-searching exercise after failure.”\textsuperscript{190} Adi Hillel, founder of failed startup Hubitus, counsels: “Let go. Allow yourself to fail without judging. Do nothing. Go to the cinema, you probably haven’t seen a decent movie in six months. Meet some friends. . . . Be gentle with yourself. Remember that everything is temporary, and that you are temporarily depressed.”\textsuperscript{191}

Finally, failure can be a source of positive societal spillovers. Tom Eisenman, a leading scholar of entrepreneurship at Harvard Business School, suggests that before declaring a new business venture to be a failure, we should consider potential payoffs to society at large.\textsuperscript{192} Positive spillovers could include forging paths for future entrepreneurs trying to solve the same problem or by building human capital in the form of skills and insights acquired by team members that they can then apply in their future endeavors with other companies.

This discourse of entrepreneurial failure stands in stark contrast to the portrayal of regulatory failure. Whereas regulatory scholar Peter Schuck puzzles over why government fails so often,\textsuperscript{193} management scholar Tom Peters understands that the law of averages in a world where success and failure are determined by a convoluted and unpredictable web of variables make “the odds of succeeding on any given ‘at bat’ . . . frightfully low.”\textsuperscript{194} Regulators are not taught how to fail better when failures predictably occur—much less counseled to go see a movie and cut themselves some slack. Rather than a learning opportunity or an innovation catalyst, critics see government failure as something shameful, to be avoided if at all possible,\textsuperscript{195} and potentially disqualifying of the entire government enterprise.\textsuperscript{196}

Such perceptions of government failure are anathema to the aspirations of regulatory managerialism. Studies by management scholars show that negative attitudes toward failure inhibit entrepreneurship in societies where they are prevalent.\textsuperscript{197} Legal scholars argue that fear of failure and mid-course correction
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thwart experimentalist approaches to regulation such as adaptive management. Moreover, the double-standard that condemns government failure while valorizing business failure operates despite the fact that “in many of the cases that the State ‘failed’, it was trying to do something much more difficult than what many private businesses do.” This extreme asymmetry in the treatment of business versus government failure is a form of gaslighting.

V

EXTINGUISHING THE GASLIGHT

A glimpse into the defects of the managerial toolkit that regulatory managerialism offers to regulators suggests strategies for combatting government gaslighting and imagining alternative models of good public management. These strategies entail not only giving regulators meaningful access to a broader range of tools but reclaiming those tools as core elements of state governance rather than a stunted form of management and reasserting the distinctly public character of regulation. I sketch briefly below what this might look like.

My outline is inspired by the Blacksburg Manifesto, issued in 1987 by a group of political scientists at Virginia Polytechnic Institute (Virginia Tech) in response to what they saw as “the denigration of bureaucracy in the 1980s.” The Manifesto called for “a new and refocused dialogue about American public administration” focused on the restoration of the “distinctive character of public administration.” That project was largely lost in the avalanche of regulatory managerialist discourse that followed in the 1990s. I begin to exhume it here.

A. Reassert the Public Identity of Regulators and Agencies

A decades-long effort to make government more like a business has obscured government’s role in identifying, nurturing, and advancing society’s collective goals. We must recover thinking and narratives about the distinctively public character of government, regulation, and public administration, or we risk ceding the State’s sovereign, democratic mission to the logic of the market. As one
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prominent public administration scholar put it, “business and public administration are alike in all unimportant respects.” A renewed dialogue about the publicness of regulation must highlight the important respects in which government differs from business. The Blacksburg Manifesto provides a useful model for such a project. The Manifesto highlights three distinctive features of public administration that are useful for thinking about moving beyond regulatory managerialism.

First, the Manifesto argues that public administration is distinctive in that it is the chief instrument of state governance and occurs in a highly political context that generates intense passions. Its authors are refreshingly frank in acknowledging what makes public administration “highly political”: public administrators distribute and redistribute resources.

Because governance involves the state’s power to reward and deprive in the name of society as a whole, and because politics is the art of gaining acceptance for those allocations, administration is an inextricable part of both governance and politics. Because of its key role in rewarding, depriving, and distributing, as well as regulating and redistributing, and because it is the only set of institutions that can lawfully coerce to achieve society’s ends, the state’s administrative machinery is seldom viewed dispassionately.

No amount of pablum about reinvention, experimentation, optimization, and cooperation can change this hard reality of state governance. As Jon Michaels puts it, “[s]overeign power, unlike most (but of course not all) expressions of corporate power, is intentionally and necessarily morally inflected and coercive.” Effective and invigorated agencies must be prepared to embrace and defend the moral bases for their decisions about distribution and redistribution rather than hide behind welfare maximization criteria and the political obfuscation that calculative managerial techniques enable.

Second, the Manifesto observes that public administration is carried out with an “agency perspective,” understood as a constellation of expertise, competence, experience, and the oft-overlooked resource of institutional knowledge.

[M]any agencies are repositories, and their staffs are trustees, of specialized knowledge, historical experience, time-tested wisdom, and a degree of consensus about the public interest as it relates to a particular function of society. Persons staffing agencies have often been charged with executing the popular will in ways that sustain and nurture the public interest. They have generally done so through years of struggle within the larger political system and in careful negotiations in the more limited processes of governance in order to achieve and enact some kind of consensus about the specific requirements of public policy. Surely this unique experience is worth far more than Americans have been willing to acknowledge to date.
The agency perspective “provides public administrators with a center of gravity or a gyroscope to guide them as they perform their duties.” And it lays the foundation for regulation that attends to broad public principles and values. It also provides the basis for reclaiming authority as an important component of public administration. The Manifesto argues, provocatively, for a “fuller appreciation of the positive role of authority in administration.” Against the grain of prevailing practical and scholarly wisdom—both then and now—it posits that participatory processes cannot fully replace authority. It maintains that understanding the nature and necessity of authority is key to improving “the vitality of the agency perspective, the health of public administration, and the improved self-concept of the public administrator.”

Third, the Manifesto argues that the success of public administration depends on regulators establishing a public function and identity distinct from their role in promoting capitalism. A central challenge of public administration is the set of contradictory demands placed on regulators in the modern state to advance freedom and justice, on the one hand, as well as capitalism, on the other. “The commitment to freedom and justice creates pressures for equity, but the doctrine of state capitalism creates a counterpressure for economic and social differentiation.” The Manifesto acknowledges a role for regulation in supporting capitalism, but it cautions that this role cannot overwhelm the state’s responsibility to protect freedom, justice, and social well-being. It suggests one way that public administration can balance these demands: by serving “as a cooling, containing, and directing foil to the capitalist economic system” that guides the economy toward the public interest.

Embracing such a role foregrounds some comparative advantages government enjoys over business. Indeed, regulatory managerialist discourse denigrating government and regulators supplies potentially useful tropes that public administrators can mine and re-appropriate by inverting their negative valence. For instance, Osborne and Gaebler lament what they characterize as the “distinct ethos” of government: “slow, inefficient, impersonal.” They mean this as an insult. But some might consider this “distinct ethos” a welcome antidote or counterweight to an information economy that is highspeed, optimized, and dangerously personalized.
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B. Recognize the Role of Regulation in Creating and Sustaining Markets

Although regulatory managerialism presents a blinkered view of competition, the construct of competition contains generative possibilities for reinvigorating the regulatory state. Rather than accepting regulatory managerialism’s naïve understanding of competition as a pre-existing natural state into which government must insinuate itself, we should equip regulators with a more sophisticated understanding of competition and the role that regulation plays in constructing and maintaining it. A vast body of social science research documents the essential role that states play in constructing markets.216 “In practice, government regulation defines and enables markets” by creating not only the “minimal rules of the game” but by crafting “a broader range of laws, practice, and norms” in which markets are embedded.217 As Karl Polanyi remarked, “[l]aissez-faire was planned.”218 But this extensively documented empirical reality has been no match for a neoliberal ideology that portrays government as an interloper in self-regulating markets.219

Regulatory managerialism’s demand that government inject competition into the domains in which it operates subtly subverts this ideology. The insistence that government manufacture competition expressly acknowledges government’s role in making markets. And once we see government as a competition instigator or facilitator, it is but a small step to see it as a market maker. A dose of realism about government’s role in crafting markets opens a world of policy possibilities.
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by shifting perspectives on regulation from removing constraints to building institutions. Such a perspective shift is essential to tackling existential problems such as climate change and extreme economic inequality.

C. Develop Alternative Narratives about Regulation

The Blacksburg Manifesto observes that regulators “have accomplished administrative wonders[.]” But one would never know by listening to the pointedly negative political and academic discourse about regulatory failures. Perhaps even more detrimentally, many take agencies’ most enduring successes for granted—with these successes ultimately fading into the background, literally unseen. “Despite their importance, regulatory successes, and especially those that are old news by virtue of longevity, are rarely reported, generally lack drama, and are therefore easily overlooked and forgotten.” An extensive sociological literature describes how privatization and other social and political forces render state regulation invisible, depriving the state of credit for (or even basic acknowledgement of) the policy successes it achieves. To counteract these structural impediments to recognition, agencies should take the advice of a leading management scholar and “market the bejesus out of [their] brand.”

In addition to touting their own successes, agencies should devise strategies to enlist third parties as messengers. Such a strategy would be particularly valuable given legal constraints on agencies’ communications activities. Some agencies already rely on researchers and public interest groups to disseminate
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information that agencies collect in a form that is digestible and actionable for the public. EPA has long relied on environmental groups to parse the raw data submitted to the Toxic Releases Inventory under the Toxic Substances Control Act and publicize their findings about polluting firms. Such public reports helped to mobilize collective action to pressure firms to reduce emissions. Some have suggested that agencies should publicize their activities and achievements by posting metrics on their websites charting progress toward regulatory goals. Interest groups that support the agency’s mission could amplify this information by monitoring the agency’s progress and summarizing the agency’s metrics for their constituencies.

Regulators should also find ways to amplify individual stories about citizens’ positive experiences with government. Business managers recognize that consumers receive messages not only from them but from each other, and regulators must recognize this too. As scholars have noted, “[m]ost clients of bureaucracy are not dissatisfied. The vast majority of them are very pleased with the services and treatment they receive.” Some have gone further, celebrating the “joys” of bureaucracy that can be found in the mastery of rule-bound games or the “bliss” that can be achieved in the state of heightened attentiveness required to focus on mundane and repetitive bureaucratic tasks. Bureaucratic encounters also have been favorably described as a locus of solidarity, “a way our lives are brought under a common structure”, a source of support in navigating complex modern society, and an occasion for social leveling—one of the few sites “in which we interact with others from different class, racial, geographic, and cultural backgrounds.” It would be fascinating and potentially transformative to surface and circulate such counternarratives about agencies in the lived experiences of citizens.

Importantly, these kinds of communications can be more than just agency brand boosting. Recent scholarship advocating that prosecutors market their corporate criminal prosecutions argues that such publicity serves important public functions such as articulating the agency’s values commitments, naming and validating the harms suffered by victims of law breakers, and promoting general deterrence. From this perspective, failing to communicate enforcement
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actions risks “undermin[ing] the most basic moral and preventive aspirations of corporate criminal law.”237

D. Clearly and Frankly Articulate Agencies’ Purposes

Unlike corporations, which can be organized in most states for any lawful purpose, statutes supply and constrain agency purposes. But statutory purposes are typically broad-textured and multivalent, leaving agencies room to clarify, adapt, and focus their missions. Regulators should take a page from the management playbook and articulate “a common sense of purpose”238 that encapsulates regulation’s positive contribution to society and how it benefits a wide range of stakeholders.239 To be sure, staff and external constituencies already consider many agencies to be mission- or purpose-driven organizations. But just as management theory sees advantage in the exercise of crafting and publicizing an explicit statement of corporate purpose, such an exercise might serve important functions for administrative agencies as well.

First, the exercise of drafting a purpose statement can help agencies focus and galvanize members of the organization toward the achievement of shared goals. Having a well-articulated purpose that agency staff value can help attract, retain, and motivate employees. This might alleviate the challenges faced by agencies with demoralized workforces. Of course, political leadership of an agency might articulate a purpose that does not align with the commitments of agency staff. Making such conflicts more visible can promote broader political dialogue about public understandings of the agency’s purpose.

Second, a clear purpose statement can help clarify who agencies believe that they serve. As discussed above, regulatory managerialism muddies the waters around the identity of the “customers” to which agencies should attend. Agencies should clear up any confusion by clearly and explicitly identifying the publics they serve.

Third, a clearly articulated purpose can help agencies manage stakeholder expectations, and it provides a mechanism for stakeholders to hold agencies to account when they fail to live up to their missions. As in the corporate context,240 accountability can be promoted through activism by stakeholders who believe the agency is not acting consistent with its mission. In the agency context, purpose could reinforce this function by providing support for APA challenges to agency action. A strong purpose statement also could help regulators manage relationships with private contractors to reap the benefits of outsourcing while protecting their reputations. A sharp statement of purpose can set clear
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parameters for contractors, and actions contrary to that purpose could trigger contractual remedies.

Finally, plainly expressed and long-standing agency purpose statements might help agencies respond to legal challenges based on the so-called major questions doctrine. Recent cases striking down agency actions under the major questions doctrine have highlighted ways in which the challenged action fell outside the agency’s core mission.\textsuperscript{241} Thinking carefully through the relationship between policy and mission could help agencies defend against such challenges.

E. Legitimacy Beyond Stakeholders

As discussed above, regulatory managerialist discourse rhapsodizes about the democratizing effects of meaningful engagement with stakeholders. However, the reality is that procedures designed to promote stakeholder participation in the regulatory process have largely entrenched hierarchies and aggrandized the power of wealthy, well-organized stakeholder groups.\textsuperscript{242} I leave to others to theorize and experiment with new ways of constructing agencies as a locus for democratic citizen engagement, but I tend to agree with Cristie Ford’s article in this volume that says “[i]f there were easy solutions to the problem of public accountability in the era of regulatory managerialism, we likely would have landed on them by now. We have not.”\textsuperscript{243}

As Ford recognizes, despite its lofty democracy rhetoric, stakeholders serve much the same function in regulatory managerialism that they do in business management: legitimation. This disrespects stakeholders, as Ford discusses in her article for this Symposium. And it calls for a rethinking of the bases for agency legitimacy. The \textit{Blacksburg Manifesto} posits the “agency perspective,” described more fully above, as the basis for agency legitimacy. It provides a rich description of the institutional knowledge sedimented in agencies, including dimensions of experience, expertise, and a knowledge of how political understandings have developed and settled over time in relation to particular issues.\textsuperscript{244} It argues that:

Ideally, the agency perspective provides public administrators with a center of gravity or a gyroscope to guide them as they perform their duties. On such a foundation is built a concern for broader public principles and values; in other words, a concern for the more inclusive principles we commonly call the public interest.\textsuperscript{245}

More recently, Nick Bagley has argued that the legitimacy of regulation should be measured “by how well it advances our collective goals.”\textsuperscript{246} But he
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worries that onerous participation processes imposed in the name of legitimacy hobble agencies in achieving these goals. Bagley demands that “[w]e should—indeed, we must—revive a strain of thinking that connects the legitimacy of the administrative state to its ability to satisfy public aspirations: to enable a fairer distribution of wealth and political power; to protect us from the predations of private corporations; and to minimize risks to our health, financial security, and livelihoods.”247

F. Reduce Reliance on Quantitative Analysis and Foreground Values in Decision-Making

To meaningfully pursue many of the foregoing strategies, we must free agencies from overly restrictive quantitative analysis requirements. As management scholars suggest to businesses, regulators should pursue policy implementation with a “pint of love”,248 seasoned by only a tablespoon of quantitative analysis, guided by their values rather than their “dexterity with numbers.”249 Or, as the authors of the Blacksburg Manifesto put it:

One of the characteristics of the agency perspective and of effective public administration is the development of a prudent and reasoned attention to agency performance that gives consideration to both the short- and long-run consequences of policies. Another is the habit of mind that searches for ways of measuring outputs that are qualitative as well as quantitative. A third is an outlook that rejects ‘the bottom line’ as a slogan sometimes antithetical to good public administration.250

There are many thoughtful approaches to less quantified, more values-forward agency decision-making—far too many to rehearse here.251 For purposes of this article, I would highlight scholarship that centers humans and their needs as the touchstone of regulatory decision-making: William Boyd’s “regard for persons”,252 Blake Emerson’s ethic of “public care”;253 K. Sabeel Rahman’s “anti-dominance principle”;254 Cristie Ford’s “regulation as respect”;255 Hilary Allen’s suggestion to make the human consequences of regulation readable by placing them in narrative form.256 This body of scholarship points the way towards policymaking that is responsive and accountable in ways that quantification can never achieve.
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G. Anticipate and Allow for Failure

Finally, we need to build in a permission structure that encourages regulators to take “more of an adventurous attitude, a willingness to come in and say, ‘Let’s give it a try,’ to take risks and fail.”\(^{257}\) And we need to respond with empathy and compassion when they miss the mark, as they inevitably will. This attitude implicitly undergirds pragmatist and experimentalist approaches to regulation—a policy would not be an experiment if it did not carry the possibility of failure. But government failures still carry an outsized stigma. New research offers a fresh perspective on permission to fail in the policymaking context with a framework for thinking about which types of government failures are more excusable and which types of government failures are more concerning.\(^{258}\) Such an approach can open spaces for regulatory success as well as failure.

VI
CONCLUSION

Armed with such tools and strategies, regulators just might be empowered to go out and “knock[] the socks off the competition.”\(^{259}\) Which is precisely why dogged anti-regulatory advocates who have sought for decades to dismantle the administrative state would deny agencies the tools they need to succeed. While “paralysis through analysis”\(^{260}\) might be problematic for business managers, it is a primary goal of anti-regulation advocates. For this constituency, regulatory managerialism is attractive because it asks regulators to do the impossible, and their failure to achieve the impossible delegitimates them. It is a gaslighting coup de grâce to persuade the target that they are not good enough, to convince them that they should be someone else, and then to demonstrate that they have failed at that too. It is the ultimate debasement of the target. More importantly, delegitimized government creates openings for business leaders to appropriate greater authority and legitimacy for themselves. Larry Fink notes hopefully near the end of a recent letter to CEOs that, in an environment of intense political polarization, “facts themselves are frequently in dispute, but businesses have an opportunity to lead. Employees are increasingly looking to their employer as the most trusted, competent, and ethical source of information—more so than government, the media, and NGOs.”\(^{261}\)

In the end, the grand inversion worked by regulatory managerialism is to co-opt core governmental functions as managerial tools for the purpose of aggrandizing corporate power. There is nothing inherently managerial about
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strong leadership, purpose- and values-driven administration, informing the public, and meaningful engagement with all stakeholders. Indeed, these are hallmarks of good government. It is time to stop talking about government as a business and, instead, to reclaim these public functions and situate them within a vocabulary that better captures what it means to govern.